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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Muscular Dystrophy Association
of New Zealand

With a small budget and an even smaller team, Muscular Dystrophy Association of New 
Zealand (MDANZ) launched its first-ever peer-to-peer fundraising campaign to support New 
Zealanders with neuromuscular conditions through the organisation’s Fieldwork Service.

MDANZ’s Storied History Turns to Virtual 
Fundraising in 2022
Muscular Dystrophy Association of New Zealand (MDANZ) has a small but 
engaged audience of previous supporters, plus the families and friends of 
people supported by the organisation.

Fieldworkers provide personalised support by helping people and their 
families through diagnosis, providing extra support during times of 
grief and change, supplying educational information across the country, 
facilitating service access through referrals or advocacy, and reducing 
isolation by linking people to others with shared experience.

Though MDANZ had never run a peer-to-peer fundraising campaign before, 
the team was open to exploring this growing fundraising channel, and set 
a target of $25,000 to advance its specialised services.

Muscular Dystrophy Association of 
New Zealand is powered by: 

JustGiving from Blackbaud®

“The JustGiving® from Blackbaud® platform, 
and particularly the social share-ability, made 
it super easy for our supporters to raise money 
quickly and make this fundraising challenge their own!”
 —Kristin Cross, Fundraising & Partnerships Advisor 

Muscular Dystrophy Association of New Zealand
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Challenges and objectives
MDANZ began in the late 1950’s as a support group for families affected by 
muscular dystrophy. Since then, the organisation has broadened its scope 
to support people with other types of neuromuscular conditions through 
specialised research, services, support networks, and more.

The organisation heavily relies on donations from the general public, so the 
organistion’s objectives for its first-ever peer-to-peer campaign included:

• Raising awareness about the condition of Muscular Dystrophy and how 
it affects people across the country

• Raising the required funds to keep providing personalised support to 
members through the organisation’s critical Fieldwork service.

• Improving engagement with members, inspiring them to be visible 
in their community and empower the families with neuromuscular 
conditions to reach out to their circle of influence

The team knew how much money they needed to raise to make a 
difference for the program and sought the extra help from JustGiving® to 
create something special for its supporters.

MDANZ mobilises supporters with a fun and 
unique fundraising challenge
Branded Roll1kforMDA, the campaign asked individuals and teams to 
challenge themselves to “roll” one kilometre with a wheelchair, bike, 
scooter, skateboard, or anything with wheels to help raise funds for the 
program on their own time and in their own way!

This concept and design engaged affected families and support networks 
with a meaningful and fun activity during 2021’s COVID-19 restrictions.

MDA’s keys to success
The central piece of the campaign was its multi-page fundraising website 
designed for MDANZ’s supporters to learn more, quickly set up their own 
fundraising page, and easily share with others.

Custom supporter pages and badges
Custom supporter pages encouraged participants with badges for every 
fundraising milestone they reached.

Communications Journey 
The campaign also utilised JustGiving® supporter lifecyle emails, providing 
automated coaching, encouragement, and celebration to participants 
based on their progress throughout the campaign.

“Part of the quote taken 
from the section above, 
but highlighted in the 
sidebar instead of just 
in the paragraph.”
 —Name,  

Role, 
Muscular Dystrophy Association 
of New Zealand

TOP TIP

GIVE SUPPORTERS AN 
EXPERIENCE THEY’LL LOVE

When designing a peer-to-peer 
fundraising campaign, you must 
keep your audience at the heart 
of your campaign concept.

For MDANZ, this meant having a 
challenge that people affected 
by Muscular Dystrophy and 
their families and friends could 
get behind.
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their 
impact through software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, 
foundations, corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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$25k+
MDANZ raised $25,730 in its 
first peer-to-peer fundraising 

campaign

57
Active participants in the 

organisation’s national 
campaign for 2021

$451
Average raised per 

Roll1forMDA participant

Glowing reviews and incredible results
Roll1kforMDA raised a massive $25,730 through 57 active 
fundraisers, with an average of $451 raised per participant.
 
JustGiving® enabled MDANZ to bring its first-time peer-to-peer fundraising 
campaign to life quickly and easily.

• Built-in social sharing tools made it easy to personalise key messages, 
promote the campaign, and ask for donations

• The platform enabled supporters to personalise their fundraising pages, 
biographies, images, and ultimately make the campaign their own

• The campaign ran virtually, which meant it could continue despite 
external environmental factors or restrictions

• Real-time updates made it easy for participates to see how they were 
tracking and where they sat compared to others

 

 

Learn more about how JustGiving® from Blackbaud® can help 

your organisation run an impactful first-time signature peer-

to-peer fundraising campaign.

Learn more
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